MOTS Micro D Connectors

Cristek offers the widest variety of Micro Connectors available today. The following section covers our “Military Off The Shelf” versions of the popular M83513 series. These items all use the Micro D shell as their interface and are manufactured to comply with all applicable performance standards of the QPL. If you are unable to find the termination style, plating option, mounting feature or environmental characteristic you require in section 1.1 you are likely to find it here. The components required to build these products are typically stocked at Cristek so the lead-times often run as short as 4 weeks ARO. Don’t miss our Filtered Micro D connectors in section 6.5 or our low cost Strip Connectors in 1.4. These products are also designed and manufactured to meet MOTS level performance criteria. Even with this extensive line up of catalog items, over 50% of Cristek’s revenue is derived from made to order items that are often modifications of catalog items. Contact the factory to see how quickly and cost effectively we can respond to your unique requests!